Abstract. The proposed method for constructive induction searches for concept descriptions in a representation space that is being iteratively improved. In each iteration, the system learns concept description from training examples projected into a newly constructed representation space, using an A q algorithm-based inductive learning system (AQ15). The learned description is analyzed to determine desirable problem-oriented modifications of the representation space. These modifications include generating new attributes, removing redundant or insignificant ones, and/or agglomerating attribute values into larger units. New attributes are constructed by assigning names to groups of the best-performing characteristic rules for each decision class, and then are used to define the representation space for the next iteration. This iterative process repeats until the created hypotheses satisfy a stopping criterion. In several experiments on learning discrete functions, the developed AQ17-HCI system consistently outperformed, in terms of the prediction accuracy on new examples, all systems that it was compared to, including the AQ15 rule learning system, GREEDY3 and GROVE decision-list learning systems, and RED-WOOD and FRINGE decision-tree learning systems. Although the proposed method was developed for the A q -based rule learning system, it can potentially be adapted to any other inductive learning system. In this sense, it represents a universal new approach to constructive induction.
Introduction
Most research on inductive learning from examples has been concerned with learning concept descriptions from examples in a fixed, a priori defined representation space. This means that attributes relevant to describing the examples have to be provided beforehand, and the learned descriptions are expressed in terms of attributes selected from among them. For this reason, such inductive learning systems are called selective (Michalski, 1983; Rendell, 1985) . Among such well-known systems are AQVAL/1 (Michalski, 1973) , AQ11 (Michalski & Larson, 1978) , CART (Breiman et al., 1984) , ID3 (Quinlan, 1986a) , ASSIS-TANT (Cestnik et al., 1987) , C4.5 (Quinlan, 1989) , CN2 (Clark & Niblett, 1989) , GREEDY3 & GROVE (Pagallo & Haussler, 1990) .
A fundamental limitation of these systems is that they can learn successfully only if the original attributes, or generally descriptors, are directly relevant to characterizing the concepts to be learned. These descriptors can be attributes, predicates, functions, relations, transformations, etc. To overcome this limitation, constructive inductive learning systems include mechanisms for generating new, more relevant descriptors, as well as for modifying or removing the less relevant descriptors initially provided. Thus, constructive induction performs a problem-oriented transformation of the knowledge representation space during the process of inductive learning.
The primary goal of constructive induction may be to improve the overall prediction accuracy of the generated concept descriptions, to decrease the overall complexity of learned descriptions, or to improve the descriptions according to a combination of both criteria. The prediction accuracy is measured by applying the generated hypothesis to testing examples and determining the correctness of the predictions. It is often expressed as a percentage of the testing examples that are correctly classified (a reciprocal measure is an error rate, defined as 100% -prediction accuracy). The overall complexity of a concept description is a function of the complexity of determining the values of attributes (descriptors) used in the description, as well as the complexity of operators involved in it.
The primary goal of the method proposed here is to learn concept descriptions with the highest prediction accuracy on new concept examples. The search for such descriptions is done by iteratively changing representation space and then measuring the prediction accuracy of the descriptions generated in this space. The prediction accuracy is estimated by applying the descriptions to a randomly determined subset of training examples that were not used in the learning process. The changes of the space are based on the analysis of the hypotheses generated in each iteration and the detection of patterns in them. For that reason, this is a "hypothesis-driven" constructive induction method (HCI), as opposed to data-driven methods that are based on the analysis of data (concept examples), and knowledge-driven methods that explore background knowledge.
The analysis of the hypothesis (in the form of a set of rules) involves determining an admissible ruleset, determining various patterns in it, and identifying attributes that can be removed from the original representation space. The admissible ruleset consists of the best-performing rules in a given iteration. This ruleset is used to determine new attributes that can stand for groups of rules ("rule-patterns"), groups of conditions in a rule ("conditionpatterns"), or groups of attribute values in a condition ("value-patterns"). New attributes are employed to expand the representation space. Removed attributes contract the representation space. After determining the new representation space, training examples are projected into it, and an inductive learning process is repeated in the new space. This iterative process stops when a generated hypothesis achieves a desired performance level, or some other conditions are satisfied (see "Stopping condition" in section 3.3).
In order to place the proposed method in the family of existing constructive induction methods, section 2 provides a brief summary and classification of such methods. Section 3 gives a description of the proposed method, and section 4 discusses details of constructing new attributes from admissible rulesets. Section 5 explains the method using an example problem and illustrates representation space transformations using a diagrammatic visualization method. Section 6 describes the application of the rule learning system AQ17-HCI, implementing the proposed method, to four problems of learning discrete functions. For comparison, an earlier rule learning system AQ15, two decision list learning systems, GREEDY3 & GROVE, and two decision tree learning systems, REDWOOD & FRINGE, are applied to the same problems. Finally, section 7 summarizes the main features of the method, and suggests topics for future research.
A classification of constructive induction systems
The idea and the name constructive induction were first proposed by Michalski (1978) and implemented in the INDUCE-1 system for learning structural descriptions from examples (Larson & Michalski, 1977) . INDUCE-1, and subsequent versions, e.g., INDUCE-4 (Bentrup, Mehler, & Riedesel, 1987) , used various constructive generalization rules and procedures to generate new problem-oriented descriptors (Michalski, 1983) . These descriptors were then employed together with the original ones in the process of induction. A number of other systems that exhibit constructive induction capabilities have been subsequently developed (e.g., Rendell, 1985; Matheus, 1989; Drastal, Czako, & Raatz, 1989; .
Systems for constructive induction may employ different strategies for generating new descriptors, or generally, for changing the representation space. Based on the primary strategy employed, existing systems can be divided into four categories: data-driven, hypothesisdriven, knowledge-driven, and multistrategy. Below is a brief characterization of these categories and of selected representative systems in each category.
•
Data-Driven Constructive Induction Systems (DCI)
These systems analyze and explore the input data (examples), particularly the interrelationships among descriptors used in the examples, and on that basis suggest changes in the representation space. BACON creates new attributes (variables) that represent simple numerical functions of the original variables. The process of generating new attributes employs heuristics based on the interdependencies between original attributes in the data (Langley, Bradshaw, & Simon, 1983; Langley et al., 1987) .
ABACUS employs methods for splitting data into subgroups, determining equations for each subgroup (in a fashion similar to BACON), and applying methods of symbolic induction for defining the applicability conditions for the equations (Falkenhainer & Michalski, 1990; Greene, 1988; Michael, 1991) .
PLSO (Probabilistic Learning System) creates new attributes from initial attributes using a form of conceptual clustering performed at three levels of abstraction: object, structure, and group relationships (Rendell, 1985) .
Wyl, IOE (Induction-Over-Explanations) learns structural descriptions of selected concepts in chess and checkers games by first mapping the training examples from a performance-level representation (a chess or checkers board) into a learning-level representation (concepts characterizing game states), generalizing them in this representation, and converting the learned concept back into the performance-level representation for efficient recognition (Flann & Dietterich, 1986; Flann, 1990) .
STAGGER enhances the representation space by generating various Boolean combinations of description elements (attribute-value pairs), and discretizing continuous attributes using a statistical utility function (Schlimmer, 1987) . AQ17-DCI applies many different logical and mathematical operators to the original attributes to create new "candidate" attributes. The candidate attributes that score high on an attribute quality function are added to the original attribute set, and the whole set is employed in the process of inductive generalization . FCE (factored Candidate Elimination)-algorithm-starts with a set of initial representation spaces. After detecting inconsistency in hypotheses formulated in these representation spaces, the algorithm creates a Cartesian product of these spaces (Carpineto, 1992) .
• Hypothesis-Driven Constructive Induction Systems (HCI)
These systems incrementally transform the representation space by analyzing inductive hypotheses generated in one iteration and then using detected patterns as attributes for the next iteration. BLIP proposes new "meta-facts" on the basis of rule exceptions that cannot be defined in terms in the given representation (Emde, Habel, & Rollinger, 1983; Morik, 1989; Wrobel, 1989) .
CITRE (Constructive Induction on decision TREes) determines a decision tree, and by analyzing it constructs new attributes. Simple facts are combined by constructive operators (Matheus, 1989) .
FRINGE improves decision trees by avoiding the duplication of tests in them. New attributes are constructed from "fringes" of the tree, and stand for conjunctions of Boolean attributes (Pagallo & Haussler, 1990) .
KLUSTER introduces new relations or concepts if another concept cannot be characterized without it. A definition of the requested concept or relation is learned using initial examples (Kietz & Morik, 1991) .
• Knowledge-Driven Constructive Induction Systems (KCI)
These systems apply expert-provided domain knowledge to construct and/or verify new representation space. AM (Automated Mathematician) changes its representation space by employing predefined heuristics for (1) defining new concepts represented as frames, (2) creating new slots and their values, and (3) adapting concept frames developed in one domain to another domain (Lenat, 1977 (Lenat, , 1983 .
COPER creates new function arguments by applying rules of dimensional analysis for combining arguments into dimensionless monomials (Kokar, 1985) .
AQ15 applies arithmetic transformations (a-rules) and/or logical rules (l-rules) for constructing new attributes (Michalski et al., 1986) .
MIRO applies expert-defined rules ("domain theory") to construct an abstraction space and then to perform induction in this space (Drastal, Czako, & Raatz, 1989 ).
• Multistrategy Constructive Induction Systems (MCI)
These systems combine different approaches and methods for constructing new representation space. (The strategies combined are specified in the parentheses.) INDUCE-1 (KCI & DCI) uses rules (selected by a user from a predefined repertoire) and/or built-in procedures for generating new attributes ("meta-attributes"), based on the analysis of structural descriptions of training examples (KCI), and/or of the qualitative dependencies between numerical attributes in the input descriptions (DCI) (Larson & Michalski, 1977; Michalski, 1978 Michalski, , 1983 .
STABB (DCI & HCI) uses two procedures to Shift 76 A Better Bias. The least disjunction procedure changes the representation by examining only the training examples and the current description language (DCI). The constraint back-propagation procedure builds new representation based on hypotheses (operator sequences) verified by LEX's critic (HCI). STABB was incorporated into the existing LEX program (Mitchell, Utgoff, & Banerji, 1983) to provide LEX with constructive abilities (Utgoff, 1984 (Utgoff, , 1986 .
Duce (HCI & KCI) suggests domain features to a user (or oracle) on the basis of a set of example object descriptions (given in the input or hypothesized), and six transformation operators (HCI) . Such inductive transformations are tested against an oracle, which ensures the validity of any transformation (KCI) (Muggleton, 1987) .
CIGOL (HCI & KCI) (LOGIC backwards) employs "inverted resolution" using Horn clause knowledge representation. New predicates that play the role of subconcepts (or missing premises) are generated from input or hypothesized examples of a high-level predicate by applying the intra-construction operator (a form of HCI). A user may name the concept (predicate) or reject the proposed definition (which can be viewed as KCI) (Muggleton & Buntine, 1988) .
ALPINE constructs a hierarchy of monotonic, i.e., structure-preserving, abstraction spaces from the operators of a domain (DCI). It uses domain axioms and knowledge about the primary effects of operators to avoid adding unnecessary constraints (KCI) (Knoblock, 1990) . The method was integrated with other types of learning in the PROD-IGY problem solver (Knoblock, Minton, & Etzioni, 1991) .
NeoDisciple (HCI & KCI) introduces new concepts in the form of example explanations provided by an expert (KCI) (DISCIPLE, Tecuci & Kodratoff, 1990) , and creates new features based on the similar definitions in the knowledge base to reduce the inconsistency in the learned rules (HCI) (Tecuci, 1992; Tecuci & Hieb, 1992) .
CLINT (HCI & KCI) (Concept-Learning in an INTerative way) learns concepts using an inductive and/or abductive method. If the learned rules match a predefined schemata, then a user is presented with the partially instantiated schema (concept or predicate) (HCI). The user may name the schema or reject it (KCI) (De Raedt & Bruynooghe, 1989) .
AQ17 (DCI, HCI & KCI) integrates in a synergistic way constructive induction capabilities of AQ15, INDUCE, AQ17-DCI, and AQ17-HCI (Bloedorn, Michalski, & Wnek, 1993) .
Hypothesis-driven constructive induction (HCI)
The proposed method is based on repetitively detecting strong "patterns" in the hypotheses generated in one iteration, and then treating them as new attributes in the next iteration. To explain details of the method, we will start by describing the measure of the pattern strength.
Determining the pattern strength
A pattern can be a group of rules in the learned description, a part of a rule (a conjunction of conditions), or a group of attribute values in a condition of a rule. The strength of a pattern can be determined in many different ways. Below is the measure implemented in the program AQ17-HCI.
In this measure, the strength (a) of a pattern is a function of the number of positive examples, PCov, and the negative examples, NCov, that are "covered" by the pattern:
To determine a specific form of the function f, let us observe that the strength of a pattern should be positively related to the number of positive examples covered by it, and negatively related to the number of negative examples covered by it. The way the strength is calculated should also depend on the pattern type-is it a ruleset, a subrule, or a group of attribute values? In addition, the measure of strength may distinguish between types of coverage of concept instances by a given pattern. For example, a concept instance can be covered only by a given pattern (a unique coverage), or can be multiply covered. To reflect this difference, PCov and NCov are expressed not just by single numbers, but by multiple numbers. Here is a simple measure of pattern strength that reflects the above considerations: where t+(pattern), called the total positive weight, and t-(pattern), called the total negative weight, are the numbers of positive and negative examples covered by the pattern, respectively; u+(pattern), called the unique weight, is the number of positive examples uniquely covered by the pattern, i.e., not covered by any other comparable pattern; and X is a parameter that controls the relative importance given to these two types of coverage. When X = 0, i.e., when the unique weight is ignored, the above measure of pattern strength (a) is similar to the logical sufficiency (LS) used in the Prospector expert system (Duda, Gasching, & Hart, 1979) , and in the STAGGER concept learning system (Schlimmer, 1987) .
Determining an admissible ruleset
The HCI method works iteratively. Each iteration generates a complete and consistent set of rules, i.e., a ruleset that covers all positive examples and none of the negative examples. In order to speed up the process of determining strong patterns, and to avoid searching through rules that are weak and/or of low validity, the method selects rules that have sufficient strength in the generated ruleset. These rules constitute an admissible ruleset. The method searches for strong patterns in the admissible ruleset, uses patterns for transforming the representation space, and then moves to the next iteration (the complete method is described in the next section).
When determining the strength of rules in the ruleset representing a concept, expression (2) can be simplified; specifically, the denominator in expression (2) can be ignored. This is so because such a ruleset is consistent with regard to negative examples (no negative examples covered), and therefore t~ (the negative weight) is zero.
Thus, we have where t is the total (positive) weight of a rule in a ruleset (the total number of training examples covered by this rule) and u is the unique weight of a rule in a ruleset (the number of training examples covered only by this rule, and not by any other rule in the ruleset (Michalski et al., 1986) . The program's default value for parameter X is 2, which gives a relatively strong preference to rules with higher unique weights, i.e., rules that have smaller overlap with other rules in a ruleset for a given concept.
To determine an admissible ruleset, rules in the ruleset for a given concept are ordered from the strongest to the weakest. An admissible ruleset contains the minimal number of rules from-the ruleset whose total relative strength exceeds a predefined threshold:
where ai is the strength of rule i defined by equation (3), n is the total number of rules in the current hypothesis, and m (m < n) is the number of strongest rules (recall that the rules are ordered, and thus ai > ai+1). In the program, the TH parameter has the default value 0.67, which means that the admissible ruleset will cover at least two thirds of the training examples of a given concept. Since noisy examples and exceptions are normally covered by low-strength rules, therefore the admissible ruleset can be expected to cover the most "central" portion of the learned concept. This method could be improved by setting the TH parameter on the basis of knowledge of the noise level and of the confidence in the learned hypothesis.
3.3, The AQ-HCI method
The proposed hypothesis-driven constructive induction (AQ-HCI) method combines an inductive rule learning algorithm (Aq) with a procedure for iteratively transforming representation space. In each iteration, the method changes the representation space by adding new attributes, removing insufficiently relevant attributes, and/or agglomerating values of some attributes into larger units. The quality of the hypothesis generated in each iteration is evaluated by applying the hypothesis to a subset of training examples. The set of training examples prepared for a given iteration is split into the primary set (the P set), which is used for generating hypotheses, and the secondary set (the S set), which is used for evaluating the prediction accuracy of the generated hypotheses. Figure 1 presents a diagram illustrating the AQ-HCI method.
In the implemented system, AQ17-HCI, the input consists of training examples of one or more concepts, as well as background knowledge about the attributes used in the examples (which specifies their types and legal value sets). For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that the input consists of positive examples, E+ and negative examples, E-, of only one concept. If there are several concepts to learn, examples of each concept are taken as positive examples of that concept, and the set-theoretical union of examples of other concepts is taken as negative examples of that concept. The method consists of two phases. Phase 1 determines the representation space by a process of iterative refinement. In each iteration, the method prepares training examples, creates rules, evaluates their performance, modifies the representation space, and then projects the training examples into the new space. This phase is executed until the Stopping Condition is satisfied. This condition requires that the prediction accuracy of the learned concept descriptions exceeds a predefined threshold or that there is no improvement of the accuracy over the previous iteration. Phase 2 determines final concept descriptions in the acquired representation space from the complete set of training examples. The output consists of concept descriptions and definitions of attributes constructed in Phase 1. Below is a detailed description of both phases, and the basic modules of the method.
Phase 1 consists of six modules. The first, "Split of Examples" module, divides positive and negative training examples into the primary set, P, and the secondary set, S (in the experiments the split was according to the ratios 2/3 and 1/3, respectively). The set of primary positive (negative) examples is denoted P+ (P-), and the set of secondary positive (negative) examples is denoted S+ (S-). Thus P = P+ U P-, and S = S+ U S-. The primary training set, P, is used for initial rule learning, the secondary set, S, for an evaluation of intermediate rules, and the total set, P U S, for the final rule learning (in Phase 2).
The "Rule Learning" module induces a set of decision rules for discriminating P+ from P-, i.e., a cover COV (P+/P-) of positive primary examples against negative primary examples. This is done by employing the AQ15 inductive learning program (Michalski et al., 1986) . The program is based on the algorithm Aq for solving general covering problem, which was described in various sources (e.g., Michalski & McCormick, 1971; Michalski, 1973) . For completeness, section 3.4 gives a brief description of the algorithm.
The "Rule Evaluation" module estimates the prediction accuracy of the rules by applying them to the secondary training set, S. The accuracy of the rules in classifying the examples from S is determined by the ATEST procedure implemented in the AQ15 program (Reinke, 1984) . If the Stopping Condition criterion is not satisfied, the control passes to the "Rule Analysis" module; otherwise, it passes to Phase 2.
The "Rule Analysis" module determines an admissible ruleset. The "Representation Space Transformation" module analyzes the rules in this ruleset to determine desirable changes in the representation space. It removes redundant or insignificant attributes, modifies existing attributes (by attribute value agglomeration), and generates new attributes (see section 3.5). The "Example Reformulation" module projects all training examples into the new representation space, and the whole inductive process is repeated.
Phase 2 determines the final ruleset by applying the "Rule Learning" module to all training examples projected into the final representation space determined in Phase 1. For each concept, a set of the most specific (ms) rules is induced from all positive examples against all negative examples, i.e., a cover COVms (E+/E-), and the most general (mg) rules of negative examples against positive examples, that is, COVmg (E-/E+). The final concept description is built by generalizing the most specific rules for positive examples against the most general rules for negative examples, i.e., determining a cover, COVmg [COVms (E+/E-)/COVmg (E-/E+)] (notice that the arguments for the covering algorithm are here not sets of examples, but sets of rules). The description so generated represents an intermediate degree of generalization between the most specific positive rules and the most general negative rules. For details on generating such concept descriptions, see Wnek (1993) .
Rule learning module
As mentioned earlier, initial and consecutive hypotheses, in the form of rulesets, are generated by the inductive rule learning program AQ15 (Michalski et al., 1986) . The program learns rules from examples represented as sequences of attribute-value pairs. Attributes can be multiple-valued and can be of different types, such as symbolic, numerical, or structured (in the latter case, the value set is a hierarchy). The teacher presents the learner a set of examples of each concept to be learned. The program generates a set of general rules (a ruleset) characterizing each class.
A ruleset is equivalent to a disjunctive normal form (DNF) expression with internal disjunction (each rule corresponds to one disjunct). In the standard mode, the program generates rulesets that are consistent and complete concept descriptions, i.e., cover all positive examples and no negative examples. Generated rules optimize a problem-dependent "criterion of preference." In the case of noisy data, the program may generate only partially consistent and/or complete rules.
The AQ15 program is based on the Aq algorithm, which iteratively evokes a star generation procedure. A star of an example is the set of the most general alternative rules that cover that example, but do not cover any negative examples. In the first step, a star is generated for a randomly chosen example (a seed), and the "best" rule in the star, as defined by the preference criterion, is selected. All examples covered by that rule are removed from further consideration. A new seed is then selected from the yet-uncovered examples, and the process is repeated. The algorithm ends when all positive examples are covered. If there exists a single rule that covers all the examples (that is, if there exists a conjunctive characterization of the concept), the algorithm terminates after the first step of star generation. An efficient procedure for star generation is described in, e.g., Michalski and McCormick (1971) .
The AQ15 program has various parameters whose default values can be changed accordingly to learning goals. One parameter, trim, controls generality of the learned descriptions without increasing their complexity. Based on this parameter setting, the program can learn either maximal characteristic descriptions or minimal discriminant descriptions (Michalski, 1983) . The maximal characteristic descriptions are the most specific conjunctions characterizing all objects in the given class using descriptors of the given representation. Such descriptions are intended to discriminate the given class from all other possible classes. The minimal discriminant descriptions are the most general logical products characterizing all objects in the given class using descriptors of the given representation. Such descriptions are intended to discriminate the given class from other classes currently represented in the space.
Another AQ15 parameter, mode, controls cover bounds of the learned descriptions. The intersecting covers mode produces descriptions that may intersect over areas with no training examples. The disjoint covers mode produces descriptions that do not intersect at all.
There are two learning goals in the AQ-HCI method. They are related to the two phases of the method: the iterative determination of the representation space, and learning the final concept description. The first learning goal is to obtain concept descriptions that can serve as an intermediate knowledge for selecting useful patterns for constructing new attributes. Such descriptions should reveal all necessary conditions needed for best classification of available data, and thus help to detect useful value-patterns and condition-patterns. To this end, maximal characteristic descriptions are most desirable.
An additional assumption is made for the purpose of finding proper rule-patterns. Such patterns, if endorsed as new attributes, should not cause ambiguity in the representation space. The ambiguity could have been easily introduced if two or more new attributes created from rulesets of different concept descriptions had overlapping definitions, and at the same time some of existing attributes relevant in describing the overlap were removed. To prevent ambiguity in such explicit cases, the method assumes generating disjoint covers.
The second goal is to obtain final concept descriptions that give the highest performance accuracy. Therefore, Phase 2 generates concept descriptions at an intermediate level of generalization between the most specific and the most general levels. The descriptions of different classes may overlap over areas occupied by unseen examples (therefore, the "Intersecting Covers" mode is used). Instances from overlapping areas are recognized through a flexible matching procedure (Reinke, 1984; Michalski et al, 1986) .
In sum, in the AQ-HCI method, the AQ15 program for searching the problem space is combined with processes that change the representation space. The hypotheses generated in Phase 1 are characteristic generalizations of examples (most specific), and used for proposing problem-oriented changes in the representation space. Phase 2 utilizes the resulting space to generate final hypotheses that are at an intermediate level of generalization that is desirable for achieving the highest possible prediction accuracy.
Representation space transformations
In the proposed method, transformations of the representation space may involve both contraction and expansion operations. Contraction decreases the number of possible instances that can be represented in the space, and expansion increases that number. Contraction can be done by removing attributes, or combining attribute values into larger units. Expansion can be done by adding new attributes or by adding new attribute values to the value sets of the attributes.
Contraction
From the viewpoint of algorithmic efficiency, it is desirable to maximally decrease the representation space while preserving the ability to precisely describe concepts to be learned. The proposed method removes from the space those attributes that can be considered redundant or insignificant. The first of these are defined as those that do not occur in the hypotheses generated by a selective inductive algorithm, and the second of these as those that occur only in rules of low strength. The importance of such a contraction has been confirmed by experiments showing that descriptions generated in properly contracted representation spaces tend to have higher predictive accuracy than descriptions generated in spaces that have not been contracted (Quinlan, 1986b; Subramanian, 1990; Thrun, 1991; Vafaie & De Jong, 1991) . The method also agglomerates values of an attribute into larger units. This is done by quantizing continuous attributes, or by creating more abstract values of discrete attributes. These are useful operations, because overly precise attributes can cause overfitting of the hypotheses.
Expansion
When originally given attributes are not directly or sufficiently useful for creating concepts descriptions, it is important to expand the description space by adding to it new attributes. One method for generating new attributes is to invent some new physical processes that allow the measurement of previously unknown or undetectable object properties. This is often very difficult. Another, much simpler method is to search for various, even very complex combinations of the existing attributes that are much more directly useful for describing concepts to be learned. Such combinations are given names and are treated as new attributes. Adding attributes so generated to the representation space is a space-expansion operation. The AQ-HCI algorithm uses different methods for generating such synthesized new attributes (see below). Another space expansion operation used by the algorithm involves detecting subsets of attribute values, called value-patterns, that often co-occur in a given class description. The algorithm combines these values into larger units and treats these units as additional values.
New attributes are constructed by detecting strong condition-patterns or rule-patterns. A strong condition-pattern represents a conjunction of two or more elementary conditions that frequently occur in a ruleset for a given concept, and has high strength. A condition- pattern can be viewed as a useful generalization of rules in which the pattern occurs. A strong rule-pattern is a rule or a subset of rules from a ruleset that has high strength. Such a pattern can be viewed as a useful specialization of the ruleset. Table 1 shows examples of possible attribute values and attributes constructed in a simple, three-attribute domain. Each new descriptor is based on a different pattern-type found in the hypotheses.
The system searches for patterns in all learned concept descriptions. In each description, only the admissible rules are considered. Each rule depicts certain patterns generalized from examples that reflect an interrelation between attributes, relevance to the learning task, and the representational capabilities of the learning program (representational bias).
The aim of the Pattern Strength (a) function, as defined in equation (2), is to determine which patterns are admissible as new attributes. The function represents a degree to which the presence of an attribute, constructed from the pattern, in the training example indicates the membership of the example to the given concept. Assuming that (X = 0), i.e., that the unique weights are not calculated, values of the a function range from zero to the number of positive examples. When a pattern is not matched by any positive example, the numerator is 0, and then c(pattern) is equal to 0. Such a pattern is worst for describing the learned concept. When the pattern is not matched by any negative examples, the denominator is 1, and then f(pattern) is equal to the number of matched positive examples. If the pattern matches more positive than negative examples, then ^(pattern) is greater or equal to 1. Patterns that match more positive than negative examples may be considered useful for constructing new attributes. In the HCI method, pattern selection is more restricted by additional conditions. A pattern is selected if its strength is greater than the strengths of all conditions involved in the description of the pattern.
After patterns are selected, new attributes can be defined. A new attribute definition consists of a name, a defining expression, and a similarity measure for assigning values. The attribute is assigned a unique name after the concept it was created from. The defining expression is the related pattern. The measure can result in assigning real or discrete values from the closed interval 0 to 1. In the simplest case, value 1 is assigned if the pattern is satisfied, and value 0 otherwise. More sophisticated measures may express the distance between an instance and a pattern in real values. For example, Bala, Michalski, and Wnek (1992) use rule pattern attributes with a real-valued similarity measure for the task of texture recognition.
Summary
There may be many strategies to control attribute generation of various pattern types. In the simplest approach, new attributes are generated based on all types of patterns detected in the initial hypothesis. However, a drawback to this is that introducing new attributes makes the representation space larger and thus more difficult to search. In order to design a strategy for determining patterns for new attribute generation, each type of attribute pattern has to be tested and its properties recognized. This strategy must be based on small and strongly justified changes in the representation space. The selection of attribute pattern can be based on the structure of the hypothesis and the sequence of pattern types already applied.
The process of inducing rules from examples may be repeated several times in different representation spaces in order to achieve the desired prediction accuracy. The complexity of inducing rules from examples in AQ15 is linear with respect to NR. NR is a number of rules needed to describe the concept. The number of negative examples strongly affects the shape of this dependency. The complexity of forming a new attribute is linear with respect to the number of rules in the hypothesis. As this constant effort is made for every iteration, the overall complexity is O(T * NR), where T is the number of iterations.
It is assumed from here on that the "Representation Space Transformation" module performs two transformations only: it removes insufficiently relevant attributes from the representation space, and it generates attributes based on rule-patterns in learned hypotheses. A detailed presentation and analysis of other transformations is done by Wnek (1993) .
A method for generating attributes from rule-patterns
This method generates attributes by agglomerating rules that form a rule-pattern. For each concept learned, a rule-pattern is found, evaluated, and if sufficiently relevant, named and added to the representation space. The rule-pattern is defined as a set of admissible rules abstracted from the learned hypothesis using formula (4). The pattern strength evaluation is done using formula (2). If the strength of the pattern exceeds the strength of all current attributes, then a new attribute is constructed from this pattern. The attribute is assigned a unique name after the concept it was abstracted from.
The new attribute descriptions involve attributes from the current descriptor set and the operators defined within a given representational formalism. Since the AQ17-HCI program uses the VL1 variable-valued logic formalism (a multi-valued extension of propositional logic), the constructed attributes are VL| logical expressions. Therefore, with the new attributes, the system introduces conceptual changes of the representation space. These changes are more complex than a transformation to another space.
Notice that by extending the representation space by introducing new attributes that are logical combinations of other attributes, some areas of the space may represent impossible combinations of attribute values, and some areas may contain a high concentration of concept examples. The higher the concentration of examples of a specific concept in some area, the easier it is to describe and generalize these examples. Such an effect is thus desirable consequence of the change of the representation space (this effect is illustrated later in figure 6 ).
The constructed attributes conceptually partition the whole representation space into disjoint subconcepts (clusters corresponding to individual values of an attribute). Due to the mechanism of constructing new attributes, training examples of a given concept are agglomerated into two types of subsets: (1) "typical" examples of the concept, and (2) The system is able to use the defined subconcept and its negation in the process of building concept descriptions. This is done through the reformulation of the training data using all relevant original attributes and newly generated attributes. For each training example, the values of the new attributes are calculated by evaluating the VL1 expression defining the new attribute.
The ability to introduce new attributes in the form of subconcepts involves two implicit extensions to the representational capabilities of the AQ family systems:
1. Rule set-to-condition operator.
This operator substitutes a DNF expression with an attribute value. For example, following the domain description from table 1, the system is able to create and use the following condition:
which stands for (((x = 75,100) & (y = small)) or (x = 7)). 2. Rule set-negation-to-condition operator.
This operator substitutes a negated DNF expression with an attribute value. From the conceptual point of view, this operator plays important role in negating the created subconcepts. For example:
which stands for (not(((x = 75,100) & (y = small)) or (x = 7))) and is equivalent to (((x = 75,100) or (y = small)) & (x = 7))
A simple example illustrating the method
To illustrate the performance of the method, let us describe an experiment on learning a form of the multiplexer function with 3 binary inputs and 8 binary outputs: the multiplexer-11 (MX11) problem (Wilson, 1987) . The function "switches on" an output (data) line addressed by the input (address) lines. The remaining output lines are irrelevant for the given address. The address lines are represented by a0, a1, a2 binary attributes, and the data lines are represented by dO-d7 binary attributes. For example, the result of MX11 function on
, where "#" represents "0" or "1." An instance described by
is a positive example of the MX11 concept. Figure 2 presents the MX11 concept graphically, using the diagrammatic visualization method. This method employs a General Logic Diagram (GLD), which is a planar representation of a multidimensional space spanned over multivalued discrete attributes1 (Michalski, 1973; . Each cell in the diagram represents a combination of the attribute values, i.e., a concept example. Concepts are represented as sets of cells. They are depicted in the diagrams by shaded areas. For example, the MX11 concept is described by eight rules listed at the bottom of figure 2. For easy recognition, each rule in the diagram is shaded differently. figure 3C ). The error image is represented by slanted areas. It is easy to distinguish between errors of omission and errors of commission in the diagram. Since errors of commission are part of a learned concept, the corresponding areas on the diagram are both shaded and slanted. Errors of omission are not part of the learned concept, and thus the corresponding slanted areas remain white in the background. The shape of the target concept is implicitly indicated by the borders of the correctly learned concept and the errors of omission areas. The correctly learned part of the concept is simply shaded.
The MX11 function has the value of the data bit indexed by the address bits. In the experiment, the input examples were encoded in terms of 11 binary attributes. Thus, the representation space contains 2048 elements. The traning set had 64 (6%) of the positive examples and 64 (6%) of the negative examples. Table 2 shows a sample of the positive and the negative examples. From these examples the Rule Learning module produced disjoint and maximally characteristic hypotheses of the correct (Pos-Class) and incorrect (Neg-Class) behavior of the multiplexer. The classification rules are shown in table 3. Pos-Class and Neg-Class are hypotheses in the k-DNF form. Each rule in the hypotheses is accompanied with t and u weights that represent total and unique numbers of training examples covered by a rule. Figure 4 presents the AQ15-learned concept in the context of the target concept. The total number of errors measured over the whole representation space is 299, which gives a 15% total error rate. (The total error rate for overlapping covers is 20%.)
From the hypotheses presented in table 3, the admissible rulesets were selected to constitute the candidate attributes P1 and N2 (table 4) . Table 5 shows the definition of the new attributes, and figure 5 shows the coverage of the instance space done by the new attributes.
Once the new attributes are created, they are used to reformulate the training examples (table 6). For each training example, the new P1 and N2 attribute values are added. Note that if the new attribute originated in the given class, then it mostly has the value "1" assigned. After examples are reformulated, the whole inductive process is repeated. Table 7 presents the newly induced rules.
As expected, the new attributes were used in the output hypotheses in both Pos and Neg classes. We can observe that large portions of training examples were covered by the rules (P1 = 1) in the Pos-Class, and by (N2 = 1) in the Neg-Class. Figure 6 summarizes the new learning task in the changed representation space. The new space consists of 7 binary attributes: 5 primary attributes and 2 constructed attributes. A characteristic feature of this representation space is impossible instances, i.e., instances that do not have equivalent descriptions in the original space. For example, instances described by the rule ((P1 = 1) & (N2 = 1)) are impossible. This is directly related to the definitions of P1 and N2 (see table 5 and figure 5), and the fact that these attributes were constructed from two disjoint rulesets (section 3.4). This is also in agreement with the intuition that there should not Table 4 . The admissible rulesets selected according to formula (4). 
(t:44, u:44) (t:12. u:12) (t:5, u:5) (t:3, u:3) be any instances that conform to both "Positive" and "Negative" concept descriptions represented by P1 and N2.
The MX11 target concept image is shown in figure 6A after mapping into the new representation space. For easy identification, areas that correspond to those in figure 2 are marked with the same pattern. Figure 6B shows all instances of the MX11 concept mapped into the new space. One cell in the new space represents 32 or 64 original examples, depending on the rule describing the new cell. Figure 6C shows the training examples in the new space. Figure 6D shows the final concept learned.
The learned concept still does not cover exactly the target concept (3 errors of omission and 1 error of commission), but it gives improved prediction accuracy. The learning could be further improved if the generalization were prohibited over impossible areas. Instead of producing a rule (a0 = 0) & (d3 = 1) & (P1 = 0) & (N2 = 0) to cover the four positive examples listed below, the system would be forced to generate a more specific rule: The final hypothesis produced by AQ17-HCI was tested against the testing set. The result was 94 % accuracy (compared with 85 % accuracy from rules generated by AQ15 without constructive induction). Figure 7 shows the final concept image projected into the original representation space.
Experiments
A major measure of the performance of a learning system is the prediction accuracy of the learned concepts on the testing examples. The prediction accuracy is a ratio between the number of correctly classified examples from the testing data set and the cardinality of this set. For the sake of comparison with results published previously, we also use the complementary measure of error rate. Error rate is a ratio between the number of incorrectly classified examples from the testing data set and the cardinality of this set. All experiments were run ten times over randomly generated data, and the results were averaged.
The goal of our experiments was to test how well the AQ-HCI method does according to prediction accuracy criterion, and how well it compares to other methods. The following systems were compared: a system implementing the method for generating attributes from rule-patterns, AQ17-HCI; a standard decision rule system, AQ15 (Michalski et al., 1986) ; two decision lists systems, GREEDY3 and GROVE (Pagallo & Haussler, 1990) ; and two decision tree systems, one based on a hypothesis-driven constructive induction, FRINGE, and the other based on the standard ID3, REDWOOD (Pagallo & Haussler, 1990) .
Experimental domains
The domains for testing AQ17-HCI and comparison with other methods were four discrete functions: C1 (DNF3), C2 (DNF4), C3 (MX11), and C4 (PAR5). These functions were used by Pagallo & Haussler (1989 to test several learning methods, specifically REDWOOD, FRINGE, GREEDY3, and GROVE. In this study, we applied AQ17-HCI and AQ15 and compared results with those reported by Haussler (1989, 1990) . Table 8 provides a characterization of the test domains. The number of training examples was calculated according to the following formula (Pagallo & Haussler, 1990): where N is the number of attributes, K is the number of conditions in the smallest DNF description of the target concept, and e is the maximum error rate of the learned description. The number of conditions in the smallest DNF description of the target concept is the product of the number of rules in the description and the average number of conditions in a rule. In the experiments, e is set to 0.10. The testing set consists of 2000 examples (different from training examples). Following table 8 are the descriptions of the target concepts C1-C4.
Experimental results
This section compares the performance of the AQ17-HCI and AQ15 systems on concepts C1-C4 on various sets of experimental data. The rules generated by both systems were tested using the ATEST procedure (Reinke, 1984) . ATEST views rules as expressions that, when applied to a vector of attribute values, evaluate to a real number. This number is called the degree of consonance between the rule and an instance of a concept.
The method for arriving at the degree of consonance varies with the setttings of the various ATEST parameters. Rule testing is summarized by grouping the results of testing all the instances of a single class. This is done by establishing equivalence classes among the rules that were tested on those instances. Each equivalence class (called a rank) contains rules whose degrees of consonance were within a specified tolerance (T) of the highest degree of consonance for that rank. When ATEST summarizes the results, it reports the percentage of first rank decisions (flexible match) (T = 0.02) as well as the percentage of only choice decisions (100% match) (T = 0).
Concepts C1-C4 were learned and tested using data sets characterized in table 8. The summary of the results obtained in ten executions of both systems for each concept learned is presented in table 9. The AQ17-HCI system was able to correctly learn all concepts. The 100% match between the learned concept descriptions and the testing examples shows that all concepts were learned precisely. The AQ15 system did not learn exact descriptions of concepts C1, C2, and C4; however, it was able to recognize them using the flexible matching procedure. The results reported in the "Flexible match" columns are compared with results from other methods in table 11, in the next section. Table 10 presents results from learning concept C2 using varying numbers of examples in the training set. From the table, it is easy to estimate the number of examples required by a system to achieve a desired prediction accuracy. The table shows that the AQ-HCI method requires a significantly smaller training set to precisely learn the C2 problem. These results are due to better descriptors used in expressing learned concepts both in the learning phase 
C1
The DNF3 function defined by rules: xl x2 x6 x8 x25 x28-x29
Attributes (x3 x5 x7 x12 x15 x18 x20 x23 x26 x30 x31 x32) are irrelevant, i.e. have random values for each example.
C 2 The DNF4 function defined by rules:
Attributes (x2 x7 x8 x14 x15 x16 x17 x19 x20 x25 x27 x28 x31 x32 x34 x35 x41 x42 x43 x44 x45 x47 x49 x50 x51 x53 x54 x56 x60 x61 x62 x63 x64) are irrelevant, i.e. have random values for each example.
C 3
The C3 function is based on multiplexer-11 function (Wilson, 1987) .
Attributes {x12 .. x32) are irrelevant, i.e. have random values for each example.
C 4 Parity-5 function with irrelevant attributes.
The function has value true on an observation if an even number of relevant attributes (x1 ..x5) are present, otherwise it has the value false.
Attributes (x6 .. x32) are irrelevant, i.e. have random values for each example.
(relations already discovered and stored under new attributes make it possible for a deeper search for dependencies among training data) and the testing phase (the match between an example and a more concise rule results in a higher degree of consonance). The results from this table were combined with results from other methods and are presented in figure  8 in the next section. Both systems, AQ15 and AQ17-HCI, generate a complete and consistent set of rules from the input examples. Since AQ-HCI involves attributes constructed from AQ15 rules, a question arises: why does AQ17-HCI produce higher accuracy on testing examples? The answer seems to lie in the AQ15 method of generalizing examples. The extend-against generalization operator (Michalski, 1983) considers attributes one at a time.2 This can be an essential obstacle in learning hard concepts in the context of preliminary description of a learned problem (Rendell & Seshu, 1990) . Hard concepts are spread out all over the given hypotheses space and require multiple covers.
In order to merge those regions and to make the induction process simpler, a learning algorithm has to detect possible attribute interactions and construct new attributes that capture those interactions. A closer look at AQ17-HCI shows that it does exactly this. By abstracting concept descriptions, the method takes advantage of already detected attribute interactions and uses them in converting a hard problem to an easier one by just enlarging the initial attribute set. Since new attributes combine interacting attributes, the systematic transformations in the representation space support the extend-against operator in finding more accurate and effective hypotheses. Figure 8 and table 11 summarize the results obtained in ten executions of all tested algorithms. The results for the REDWOOD, FRINGE, GREEDY3, and GROVE algorithms come from Haussler (1989, 1990) . Haussler (1989, 1990) . fFlexible match. Concepts C1, C2, C3, and C4 were learned from 1650, 2640, 1600, and 4000 examples, respectively. All concepts were tested on 2000 testing examples. Figure 8 shows the learning curves for the concept C2. The curves were obtained by measuring and averaging prediction accuracy over ten experiments for each measure point. The measure points were 330, 660, 1320, 1980, 2640 , and 3960 of training examples. Four systems, AQ15, FRINGE, GREEDY3, and AQ17-HCI obtain 100% performance accuracy when supplied with 2640 training examples. However, convergence to 100% is fastest in the case of AQ17-HCI. The exact results for 2640 examples are given in the row describing concept C2 in table 11. Table 11 shows the results obtained from testing concepts C1-C4 (table 8) . AQ17-HCI with hypothesis-driven constructive induction capabilities has completely learned all the target concepts. REDWOOD and GROVE did not learn any concept with 100% accuracy. FRINGE and GREEDY3 learned three concepts but failed to learn the PAR5 concept. It is worth noting that the standard decision rule system AQ15 (without constructive induction) learned all the concepts.
Empirical comparison of AQ-HCI with other methods
The results shown in table 11 suggest that all of the problems were hard for the standard decision tree algorithm REDWOOD. The reason is that the decision tree structure does not capture interactions between attributes. Only FRINGE, which places conjunctions of initial attributes in the nodes of the decision tree, thus acting more like AQ15, was able to partially overcome these difficulties. The AQ15 algorithm was able to find almost perfect solutions. This suggests that the structure of this algorithm supports solving this class of problems.
Conclusions
The presented AQ-HCI method of constructive induction generates new attributes by analyzing and abstracting inductive concept hypotheses, rather than by directly combining different attributes. In this method the search for new attributes is very efficient, although more limited in the repertoire of attributes that can be constructed by direct, data-driven methods. In our experiments, the proposed method performed very favorably, in terms of prediction accuracy, in comparison to methods employed in such programs as AQ15, RED-WOOD, FRINGE, GREEDY3, and GROVE.
In the AQ-HCI method, new attributes correspond to subsets of best performing rules obtained in the previous iteration of the method. This is a real advantage of the method because it can easily handle problems with attributes of any type, such as Boolean, symbolic numeric, and numeric, as well as structured (where domains are hierarchies). The algorithm detects redundant or insignificant attributes among those used in a primary description of a problem as well as those introduced during the attributes' generation process. Initial and new attributes are examined according to classification abilities, and new hypothesis building is based on the most relevant attributes.
The presented AQ-HCI method has shown to be effective in improving performance accuracy in a wide range of DNF-type problems. Generated attributes are rather complex, and therefore the overall complexity of the descriptions is increased. In future research, we plan to investigate attribute generation based on selected components of the best performing rules rather than entire rules. This could potentially lead to both a further improvement of the accuracy, as well as to a greater simplification of the overall complexity of the hypotheses. We also plan to test the method on different types of learning problems in order to determine its strongest areas of applicability (Arciszewski, Dybala, & Wnek, 1992) .
The proposed methodology is general, and can be potentially applied not only with the Aq-type rule learning method, but with other inductive learning methods, and with different knowledge representations, such as frames, semantic networks, decision trees, etc. To do so, one needs to identify types of patterns in hypotheses to be searched for, evaluated, and selected as new attributes. It is likely that employing the proposed methodology within any "nonconstructive" inductive learning system will improve its performance. In this sense it represents a universal new approach to constructive induction.
In multiple concept learning, in addition to finding value-patterns, condition-patterns and rule-patterns, it might be desirable to find patterns across class descriptions, classpatterns. Such patterns represent conditions that are common for a subset of classes, and distinguish this subset from other classes.
Preliminary studies indicate that intermediate generalizations tend to produce highest prediction accuracy, and therefore we have chosen this type of descriptions in Phase 2 of the method. However, further studies are needed to investigate this problem in a more systematic way.
